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This report, on video, includes case studies from Meredith Corporation in the USA and Burda Media in Germany. We also look at what
is happening elsewhere with for example BBC.co.uk, Kyoda News
in Japan and a look at what newspapers are doing in this field, given
lines have become so blurred and media brands today have to compete 24/7 for the attention of the audience.
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worldwide magazine media association, no part
of this work may be copied or publicly distributed, displayed or
disseminated by any means of publication or communication now
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There will be much more to come this year.

1. i) directory or compilation or other printed publication;
2. ii) information storage and retrieval system
3. iii) electronic device, including any analogue or digital
visual or audio visual device or product

Visit FIPP.com for news on upcoming reports and for any queries
about this report and ones to follow. Contact FIPP’s Head of Insight,
Helen Bland at Helen@fipp.com or +44 7404 4169.

Data is provided with thanks to contributors of this book. Every
effort has been made in the preparation of this report to ensure accuracy of the content, but FiPP, the publishers and WNMN, the copyright owners, cannot accept liability in respect of errors or omissions.
Readers will appreciate that the data is only as up to date as publication schedules and contributors will allow, and is subject to change.
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GLOBAL VIDEO TRENDS
The exponential growth of video is an
unmistakable and irreversible trend.
Surging global consumption of video across digital devices is
driving demand for publishers to produce high-quality video,
which is opening the floodgates for high cost-per-thousand
(CPM) advertising.

and movie length videos, according to the 2014 Global Video
Index by video analytics firm Ooyala. The video genres are
endless: news, arts, entertainment, sports, brand, do-it-yourself,
educational and more. The opportunities to exploit video as a
traffic driver and a revenue producer is staggering.

Billions of videos are viewed each day on a variety of digital
devices, including shortform, longform and television episode

Video consumption worldwide, by month
Computer users consumed 300 billion videos per month in August 2014, with an average of 202 videos and an average of 952
minutes per viewer per month
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Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014
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Global online and traditional TV use

Online TV

Percent of online and traditional TV users, per day
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30%

25 to 34
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35 to 44

1.0

45 to 54
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0
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Do not use

21%

42%

14%

55%

9%

67%

Online TV

Source: GlobalWebIndex, Entertainment report, December 2014

Video viewers want different content
According to video publishers interviewed for this report,
producing video for multiple digital devices is not about
creating television-style news with talking heads blandly
announcing the news of the day. Nor is it about passively
watching entertainment programmes on TV. Publishers
are finding that audiences are demanding a different kind
of video experience using their mobile, tablet, desktop and
laptops to access video content.

© World Newsmedia Network 2015

U.S. device and service
penetration growth
In percantage of users and in percent growth from Q3 2013 to Q3 2014
DVD player

PC with internet

Broadband internet

81% -2%

81% +1%

78% +1%

Smartphone

DVR

Tablet

75% +15%

49% +1%

46% +59%

Game console

Subscription video on-demand

Enabled smart TV

46% +1%

40% +19%

13% +78%

Multimedia device

Broadband only households

They want to immerse themselves in the experience. They
want engagement and interaction.
They want to feel as though the announcer is speaking to
them personally. They want human interest stories and
videos with relevance to their daily lives and information
to make their lives more efficient and enjoyable. They
want videos on demand. They want to access videos that
are recommended by their friends through social sharing.
They want videos to autoplay so they don’t have to wait for
videos to load, and they don’t want to wait for videos as
they buffer.
“They don’t want TV on the Web. They want something
they feel a connection to, therefore, what they will share
with their networks,” said Inga Thordar, front page editor
for bbc.co.uk.
According to Cisco/VNI’s Mobile Forecast, video will be
responsible for a data transfer growth of 75 percent globally from 2012 to 2017.
Video will be one of the biggest drivers of growth of data
usage, particularly on smartphones and tablets, which will
be responsible for a more than 113 percent growth in data
transfer. Regionally, the most prolific user of data is the
Asia Pacific, which uses more than double that of North
America, which comes in at a distant second place. The

13% n/a

3% +122%

Source: The Nielsen Company, “The Total
Audience Report,” December 2014
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According to Cisco/VNI’s Mobile
Forecast, video will be responsible for a
data transfer growth of 75 percent
globally from 2012 to 2017.

Video will be one of the biggest drivers of growth of data usage,
particularly on smartphones and tablets, which will be responsible for a more than 113 percent growth in data transfer.
Regionally, the most prolific user of data is the Asia Pacific,
which uses more than double that of North America, which
comes in at a distant second place. The Asia Pacific region’s data
usage is projected to nearly double from 2016 to 2017.

Global mobile traffic forecast, 2012-2017
By data type, device and region, in exabytes used per month
By application category
(TB per month)
Data
File sharing
Video
M2M

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Growth

313,550
92,574
455,216
23,566

526,838
142,411
858,026
49,973

871,942
214,889
1,603,384
106,827

1,369,022
298,095
2,834,963
198,405

2,011,512
369,068
4,714,310
343,620

2,778,386
395,342
7,418,322
563,481

55%
34%
75%
89%

35,401
391,024
402,877
29,707
23,566
2,331

47,383
854,642
523,330
97,035
49,973
4,886

64,187
1,672,271
708,908
237,273
106,827
7,576

88,226
2,947,545
981,904
474,432
198,405
9,974

122,629
4,852,994
1,269,683
833,633
343,620
15,949

161,249
7,531,736
1,563,861
1,309,324
563,481
25,881

35%
81%
31%
113%
89%
62%

222,378
181,397
310,394
54,907
66,084
49,747

378,611
276,405
613,699
96,617
116,012
95,905

630,820
426,152
1,167,631
179,361
210,841
182,237

989,712
655,201
2,053,003
304,239
365,498
332,833

1,468,040
975,681
3,377,458
480,840
577,265
559,225

2,085,309
1,384,072
5,256,979
722,986
844,887
861,298

56%
50%
76%
67%
66%
77%

884,906

1,577,248

2,797,042

4,700,486

7,438,510

11,155,531

66%

By device type (TB per month)
Non-smartphones
Smartphones
Laptops
Tablets
M2M
Other portable devices
By region (TB per month)
North America
Western Europe
Asia Pacific
Latin America
Central & Eastern Europe
Middle East & Africa
Total (TB per month)
Total mobile data traffic
Source: Cisco VNI Mobile Forecast 2013
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According to comScore, computer users around the world
consumed 300 billion videos in Sept. 2014, with an average
of 202 videos and an average of 952 minutes per viewer per
month.

• Reduction of cost barriers for smartphones, tablets and
personal computers
• Reduction of bandwidth barriers, as most countries
are building high-speed Internet networks, which are
required for uninterrupted, high-bandwidth video viewing

Video production, publishing and monetisation are monumental opportunities for publishers. However, the video learning curve has been steep for magazine, newspaper, television
and online-only publishers. Among the challenges to roll out
a video operation include strategy, staffing, training, equipment, studio space, content subjects, video lengths, platforms,
graphics, editing, publishing on a variety of devices, workflow,
marketing, social sharing, monetisation and more. These topics will be explored in this report.

• Reduction of skill barriers, as cameras have become
more sophisticated, but much easier to operate and
create professional-style video
• Proliferation of high-memory devices to shoot and consume high-bandwidth video
• Proliferation of video publishing infrastructures, including platforms, technologies, training, equipment, studios
and workflow

Drivers for the growth of video

• Proliferation of video advertising networks to finance the
production of videos at media companies

Several factors have led to the incredible growth of video
publishing on digital devices around the world:
5
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U.S. device time spent per day
Hours:minutes spent by adults ages 18+ on each platform
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Live TV
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Using a multimedia device

Source: The Nielsen Company, “The Total Audience Report,” December 2014
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Asia Pacific region’s data usage is projected to nearly double
from 2016 to 2017.

Meanwhile, enabled Smart TV is installed in 13 percent of
homes and surged 78 percent from 2013 to 2014. Tablets
were used by 46 percent of adults, and usage grew 59 percent
during that time frame, while smartphones were used by 75
percent of adults, and usage grew 15 percent during that time,
according to “The Total Audience Report,” by The Nielsen
Company.

Online video: A replacement for television?
Television remains the No. 1 media and the No. 1 advertising
spend recipient in nearly every market in the world. However, online television use is growing, particularly among the
young. While online television won’t replace traditional TV
any time soon, it will be a competitor for audiences and for
advertising budgets for the foreseeable future.

Traditional television and radio still rule when it comes to
time spent watching and listening, however, the time spent
is slowly eroding. According to The Nielsen Company’s “The
Total Audience Report,” the amount of time spent on a variety
of media during the day has increased several minutes from
Q3 2012 to Q3 2014, but TV and radio time has dropped by
18 minutes and 7 minutes, respectively, from 2012 to 2014.

According to GlobalWebIndex, global television viewers spent
an average of 2.5 hours per day watching TV from 2012 to
2014. Meanwhile, online television usage continues to grow
steadily, from just over half an hour per day in 2012 to almost
three-quarters of an hour in 2014.

Meanwhile, using time-shifted television, Internet on the computer, smartphones and a multimedia device all have increased
in time spent, according to Nielsen.

Younger viewers are spending more time and are more likely
to access online TV. Thirty-one percent of those ages 16 to 24
report they spent more than an hour, while 30 percent say they
do not watch any online television. Meanwhile, only 9 percent
of those ages 55 to 64 say they watch one hour or more of
online TV, while 67 percent say they do not watch at all.

Producing video at ideal length
As media companies develop their video policies, an important decision is setting the range of video lengths. These
guidelines are important foundational rules driving video
producers’ and editors’ work. However, the optimum lengths
of time for news, feature and long form videos are not yet
standardised for news and entertainment producers.

A host of digital devices and platforms are used to access
video. In the United States, the fastest growing devices and
platforms on which to access video includes broadband-only
homes, which is installed in 3 percent of homes and grew 122
percent from Q3 2013 to Q3 2014.

Continued on Page 8
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Video case studies in
magazine companies

dinner or how to treat a fever. Most of these
how-two videos last about one to two minutes.
In addition to the short videos, Meredith’s
video department also produces longer, original, “episodic” videos, like Babysleep 911,
a Parents.com video on how to get babies
to sleep better. The 5-minutes video shows
sleepless parents learning the secrets to good
baby sleep habits from a sleep whisperer.

Video content has become an essential strategy
for magazine media companies.
Condé Nast launched its digital video network
in March 2013 as part of its entertainment
division, Condé Nast Entertainment. In July
2014, CNE launched The Scene, an online hub
that publishes Condé Nast’s magazine titles’
video content, as well as video from distribution partners, ABC News, Buzzfeed and The
Weather Channel. The hub boasts more than
120 advertisers and a healthy bottom line.

http://www.parents.com/videos/v/97363615/
getting-a-new-baby-to-sleep-through-the-night.htm

The videos are immensely popular across platforms. “Video access on devices such as connected TV, tablets [and] mobile are all growing.
We see consumer behaviour, especially among
Millennials, changing radically – 80 million watch
video on their smartphones per month. They want
to watch on [their] device of choice where and
when they want,” Rowley said. “We have seen 100
percent increase in consumption on mobile. So
everything we produce we think ‘mobile first.’”

CNE has built a partnership with editors at
Condé’s magazines in order to produce videos
that are sought-after video from the audience,
said Fred Santarpia, CNE’s chief digital officer.
Video quality development is just as important
as audience development, he said, according to Digiday.com. Video viewership at CNE
properties surpassed 1 billion in July 2014,
and every dollar spent on creating those videos is matched by a dollar marketing them.

Deciding which videos to produce is no accident.
“Everything is analytically driven. We look at
what women are searching for. We look at what
their social engagement looks like. Every video is
driven analytically; this is our key to success.”

Meredith is the largest magazine media company
targeting American women. All of Meredith’s 22
magazines have a video component, including its
Spanish-language titles. All Meredith platforms
reach more than 200 million women, including
100 million on digital platforms, 60 percent of
them in the coveted Millennials generation.

Rowley’s centralised video team meets the demand for video through collaboration with the
magazine brand. “They have a deep engagement
and connection with the audience. That is at the
heart of our content creation strategy,” she said.

Laura Rowley, vice president at Meredith, is
in charge of video strategy, programming,
monetisation, analytics and distribution.

In order to meet the growing demand for video, the
centralised team has trained magazine editors to
shoot and edit video using iPhones and iPads. The
results are information-packed videos conveyed
directly from the magazines’ editors.
Here are some examples from Better Homes
and Gardens:

“This year we will produce 1,500 and 2,000
videos for our brands, allrecipes, Better
Homes and Gardens, fitness, Parents and
Eating Well. Those are our primary brands.
We focus on our largest sites,” she said.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bm4oOK9aoGc

The video department has about 20 people,
excluding advertising staff, and boasts a video
library of more than 10,000 videos that have
been produced across sites, plus 50,000 videos
in the recently acquired Martha Stewart library.
For example, some Martha Stewart videos might
be about how to entertain for holidays or how
to paint your bedroom. Many of Meredith’s videos are “evergreen,” such as how to install a car
seat, how to perfect a yoga pose, how to make

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJrpoFOG_bc

The videos created by the editors and from
Rowley’s team all are driving 30 million views
per month, and growing exponentially.
Rowley credits social media and newsletters as
the primary way to drive traffic to the videos.
7
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One important way to successfully promote videos
is through Meredith’s 1 billion newsletters sent out
per year, she said.

quirky topic, and it goes well. I didn’t know there
would be such a large demand for holiday decorating in small spaces,” she said. “Then we shoot it,
they promote it. We meet quarterly to nail down our
schedule. The biggest surprise is some things are
not niche if you know your audience well enough.”

“We have about 18 million fans and followers for
our sites. We also distribute through syndication.
We have 20 channels on YouTube with 9 million
views per month,” she said.

This discipline of analytics has driven better advertising results. Rowley said four video ad units are
driving healthy revenues for Meredith, and each
presents a way to partner with advertisers:

Analytics play a large role in the entire process of
planning of videos and evaluating the success of
video distribution across platforms.

• Traditional pre-rolls, 20-30 second video
• Exclusive sponsorship of episodic videos.
• Create custom video in Meredith’s slick New
York studio
• Create native video for the client, or they provide
to us and we add a sponsored content label,
such as a recipe video
• Create branded content where advertisers guide
the creative vision. These videos are created as
Meredith’s original advertising, such as product
placement in videos and sponsored pre-roll

“We look at analytics. We tell editors which topics
are resonating with the audience and we collaborate with them. We tightly integrate that with social
sharing and SEO. We never make a video unless
we know when and where we are going to promote
it,” Rowley said.
“I look at analytics a couple times a day, to see
how a series is performing. What has been most
enlightening to me is how well our editors understand our readers. Sometimes [the video is on] a

Global engagement with video, by device
Share of plays by device and video length

Share of time watched by device and video length

Q3 2014

Q3 2014

50%

90%

25%

45%

0%

0%
Desktop
0-1 minutes

Phone

Tablet
1-3 minutes

CTV

Desktop
3-6 minutes

Phone

6-10 minutes

Source: Ooyala, “Global Video Index Q3 2014”

Tablet

CTV

10 minutes or more
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Many news producers create the majority of news update and
personal profile videos between one and three minutes, while
the range of usual lengths for do-it-yourself video might be
from three to five minutes. Full-length, TV-style episodes
might be 30 minutes or more.

TV-episode type content.
While publishers are still tweaking their optimal lengths for
video production, studies have shown how much time is
actually spent on short videos versus long videos, across all
platforms.

Video producers and executives interviewed for this report are
developing the majority of videos under 2 minutes, long form
videos between 6 minutes and 10 minutes, and beyond for

According to Ooyala’s Video Index Report, the generalised
conclusion is, the larger the screen, the more time spent
8
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Global longform video consumption

Global Netflix subscribers

In share of time watched by device, and video length

In millions of subscribers

Q3 2014
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60 minutes or more
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Saudi Arabia
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Vietnam
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Source: Ooyala, “Global Video Index Q3 2014”

CTV

viewing longer-length video. Consumption of video on larger
screens tends to be directly proportional to the time spent
viewing longer-length videos. For example, longform, or
“premium” content is by far the most popular on Internet-connected television, with 80 percent of the viewers’ time spent
on video longer than 10 minutes. Connected or Internet TV is
traditional TV that is connected to the Internet with or without a peripheral device, such as a video console or cable box.
Meanwhile, tablet viewers spent 68 percent of their video time
on videos of 10 minutes or more. And mobile viewers spent
the least amount of time on long form video and the most
amount of time on video shorts, compared to the platforms
with larger screens.
“Viewers watched video exceeding an hour in length [four
times] more on connected TVs than on tablets, and almost [10
times] more than on mobile phones,” according to the global
study.
The study shows that while videos under one minute and
especially between one and three minutes are by far the most
dominant in length, the videos of 10 minutes or more by far
represent the highest share of time watching videos on all
devices, especially Internet connected television, followed by
tablets, desktop computers and smartphones. While these figures suggest actual time spent and are not an outright poll of
users, these data suggest that users are accessing shorter video
of under three minutes most of the time, but are still investing
most of their time watching videos of more than 10 minutes.

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
Source: GlobalWebIndex, Entertainment report, December 2014
© World Newsmedia Network 2015

ject matter, but that users are willing to invest the time in
video if the subject matter and quality are worth it.
The Global Video Index study’s focus on longform corroborates what online publishers are saying: That bigger screens are
being used to access longer videos, and smaller screens

These data corroborate the sentiment from editors around the
world: that length of video should be appropriate to the sub-

Continued on Page 11
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Burda Intermedia

ing commands higher prices, he said.
“It’s a very positive development because we are
coming from zero business on mobile because of
low CPMs. Mobile video is different; it has a more
fit to broadcast pattern and it is much more accepted, from the ad side, and from users,” he said.

Video is the present and the future, according to
Burda Intermedia managing director Hans Fink.
“My personal standpoint is that video is the No. 1
content with which we will deal. Moving pictures.
The definition of video for the future is not typical
video now; it’s a different kind of video definition
than we have today. When I see the great platforms
like Snapchat, for younger groups, it is mostly
video. I think video will have a dominant position
for the future,” Fink said. “The question is, what
should we do? We are not already prepared for the
size of demand. We have a lot of text and pictures,
but we have to be better prepared and work on
video.”

In addition to editorial videos, Burda Intermedia
produces branded native video, where the brand
is integrated into the video. Fink says branded
videos are a very important source of revenue. For
example, a video of a fashion show may be branded, but the look and feel of the video is still high
editorial quality, but with a sponsor label. Two such
sponsors have been Elie Saab and Desigual, for
example. Another good business is licensing these
videos, and therefore earning more money and receiving more distribution as a result of the license
deal with other publishers and brands.

Burda Intermedia is the division responsible for
organising new businesses in German-speaking
regions. Fink is responsible for driving the digital
entities and platforms, including video, and also
running merchandising, e-commerce and in general and diversification in the publishing house.

For the future, Fink hopes to create a centralised
studio where video is produced for all Burda platforms. Currently Burda Studios creates films for
TV. Fink visited media companies in Asia that are
already centralising their content and making video
available for all platforms: television, pay TV, IPTV,
mobile, tablet, desktop and more.

The two main objectives for building the video
department last year are to produce high-quality
videos to keep up with the growing demand from
the audience, and to monetise these videos with
high-CPM (cost per thousand) video advertising,
Fink said.

“We see a lot of synergy potential,” he said. This
scenario would include a centralised management
and database of content. “Next year we hope to be
in full active mode.”

“We still benefit from high CPMs in videos. We can
earn much more per thousand, for video advertising than display advertising. Very simply said, if we
increase volume of videos with the quality content,
that means views. That means we can benefit from
more video advertising,” he said.

Since Burda Intermedia was launched in March
2014, and since the video strategy was launched
last fall, a new way of thinking has emerged in the
Burda environment, Fink said. In all, about 80 or
90 employees, including editorial and producers,
create videos that are two minutes for short topics
and six minutes for business-to-business clients.
The department serves all magazines and external
clients in Germany and other countries.

Burda magazines are focused on female target
groups. Fink said quality of videos plays a key role
in driving stickiness on the mobile and desktop
sites, which then drives a premium price level. The
quality of the videos should be commensurate with
the quality level of the magazines. Some of the
highest quality and most popular videos produced
were that of Paris fashion show revues and interviews with top models, such as Heidi Klum.

Fink says plans are in the works to launch a Buzzfeed-style project with Bunte.de, one of the most
popular Burda magazines aimed at young women.
The video and other content will be “fast and fresh
with a lot of emotion” and will not include “exaggerated sensations” like some of its competitors in
the marketplace.

While the fashion show videos might produce
steady traffic, an interview with a top model talking
about a specific topic might drive traffic on par with
television ratings, he said.

Burda Intermedia has two scenarios of how to work
with Burda magazines on video content. First, a
magazine can ask them to cover an event with
video, such as a fashion show, and then will get
paid by the magazine on a cost basis for producing
10 to 15 videos.

For Burda and other publishers, mobile access of
content is increasing, particularly video. While mobile advertising fetches low CPMs, mobile advertis10
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Second, Burda can offer a magazine content that
is already produced, and then get a share of the
revenues.

pictures with magazine content. You can form a
very powerful entity doing this.”
He added that if media companies are not already
seeing video as a key element of their future strategies, then “you will probably lose. You should have
in mind that video is the main content driver and
you should be part of it. We have lessons learned.
It’s a new publishing game: a publisher of content
is also a publisher of video.”

Fink had some words of advice for media companies planning on rolling out video strategies. “Probably many of these media houses have the same
challenges [as Burda] and that they are already
active in these fields. One piece of advice is to
focus the power of these into one strategy: moving

are being used to access short clips of one minute or less.

Smartphone, tablet share of
video plays

The study concludes that almost 60 percent of online users
overwhelmingly prefer to use connected TV to access longform video of 60 minutes or more.
The most popular longform video subscription service is Netflix. The United States leads with the most Netflix subscribers
(82.2 million) and the highest percent of the population,
followed by China with 75.1 million, India with 24.2 million
and Mexico with 15 million, according to the report, GlobalWebIndex’s “GWI Entertainment” , released in Dec. 2014. The
highest penetrations of Netflix subscribers include the United
States, Mexico, Canada, Brazil, Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Sweden and India.

Percent of global mobile video plays vs. online PC and
television, 2012-2014
35%

Share of mobile video plays

30%
25%
20%
15%
10%

Types of video subscription
services used in North America

0%
JAN
2012

In percentage of North American respondents who subscribe
to each service monthly

MAY
2013

JAN
2014

SEP
2014

Mobile+tablet plays surpassed 30% share in Q3, and maintains a 20% quarter-overquarter growth

Netflix

Source: Ooyala, “Global Video Index Q3 2014”

41.7%
Amazon Prime

© World Newsmedia Network 2015

The proliferation of video subscription services underscore
the surge in longform video viewing, and also the reduction
of barriers to viewing long running videos, such as faster and
more stable Internet networks, faster devices and improved
buffering technology that reduces pauses when movies and
other videos play via Internet networks.

12.9%
Hulu/Hulu Plus

9.4%
Redbox Instant (not kiosk)

2.0%

In North America, 41.7 percent of adults reported having a
Netflix account in Q3 2013, while 12.9 percent said they had
an Amazon Prime account and 9.4 percent said they had a
Hulu account, according to report, “Global Video Index Q3
2014.” All of these services allow online access to videos on
demand.

Blockbuster

1.8%
Other

1.5%
None

SEP
2012

Trends in video viewing

51.8%

Mobile and tablet video viewing around the world has surged
400 percent from 2012 to 2014, from 6 percent in Jan. 2012 to
more than 30 percent in Sept. 2014, according to the Video Index Report. Meanwhile, connected television, laptop and desk-

Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup, Q3 2013
© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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U.S. video viewing, 2012-2018, by device
In millions of adults, and in percent of all viewers, by segment

2012
61.2

2013
74.4

2014
89.0

2015
101.3

2016
110.4

2017
117.4

2018
125.4

Percent change
Percent of
smartphone users
Percent of
digital video viewers
Percent of
internet users
Percent of
of population

46.5%
50.2%

21.6%
51.5%

19.6%
54.3%

13.8%
55.5%

8.9%
56.1%

6.4%
56.0%

6.8%
57.0%

35.7%

40.0%

45.8%

50.6%

53.8%

56.2%

59.0%

25.8%

30.3%

35.4%

39.5%

42.3%

44.4%

46.8%

19.5%

23.5%

27.9%

31.5%

34.1%

36.0%

38.1%

Tablet video
viewers (millions)

56.6

92.6

113.4

126.0

134.0

141.5

149.0

208.0%
60.0%

63.7%
70.0%

22.5%
77.0%

11.1%
81.0%

6.4%
83.0%

5.6%
85.0%

5.3%
87.0%

33.0%

49.7%

58.3%

62.9%

65.4%

67.7%

70.1%

23.8%

37.6%

45.1%

49.1%

51.4%

53.5%

55.6%

18.0%

29.3%

35.5%

39.2%

41.4%

43.4%

45.3%

Smartphone video
viewers (millions)

Percent change
Percent of
tablet users
Percent of
digital video viewers
Percent of
internet users
Percent of
of population

Note: smartphone video viewers are individuals of any age who watch video content via smartphone (browser or app) at least once per month; tablet video viewers are individuals of any age who watch video
content via tablet (browser or app) at least once per month.
Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup,” Q3 2014

© World Newsmedia Network 2015

U.S. time spent per day with digital
video, by device

top video viewing are losing share. Ooyala, the producer of the
annual report, predicts mobile and tablet video viewing will
represent at least 50 percent of video viewing by 2016. Already,
YouTube reports mobile video viewing exceeds 50 percent.
Driving this growth of video views is mainly sporting news, such as
popular sports championships, and viral news events, such as coverage of natural disasters, accidents, wars and other news on a global
scale, according to the report.

Adults ages 18+, in hours:minutes
Smart
phone

0:13

Video viewing on tablets is expected to almost treble and on
smartphones is expected to double from 2012 to 2018, according
to eMarketer’s “Video Content Roundup,” published in Q3 2014.
Tablet video viewing in the United States is projected to grow from
56.6 million to 149 million viewers from 2012 to 2018, while smartphone video viewing is expected to surge from 61.2 million to 125.4
million in the same timeframe.

PC

0:22

0:20

Mobile

0:33

During the seven-year period, the percentage of the population
who will access video via tablets is poised to grow from 18 percent
in 2012 to 45.3 percent in 2018. Meanwhile, more than one-third of
the population (38.1 percent) will access video in 2018, compared
to 19.5 percent in 2012.

Tablet

MOBILE

DEVICE
Total per day = 55 mins

eMarketer’s “Video Content Roundup” for Q4 2014 explored the
amount of total time spent on video per device per day, and found
U.S. adults spent an average of 55 minutes a day watching video on
online and mobile devices, led by 33 minutes watching video on
mobile devices, including tablets and smartphones; and 22 minutes

Note: ages 18+; time spent with each medium, regardless of multitasking; for example, 1 hour
of multitasking online while on a mobile device is counted as 1 hour for online and 1 hour for
mobile; excludes time spent watching via game console, connected TV or OTT device
Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup,” Q3 2014
© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Global growth of online entertainment
access, 2013 to 2014
In millions of users

2013

Global online entertainment activities
Percent of online users to engage in activity per day

2014

Watched a video clip

565

604

Listened to/watched a podcast

40%

Listened to live radio online

42%

Played an online game

472

515

Listened to music on
streaming service

Listened to music on
a streaming service

454

499

Played an online game

444

Streamed a full
length TV show live

Watched a full length film

408

Watched TV shows
on demand (not live)

379
326

346

Listened to LIVE
radio online

322

348

Watched a full-length
sports programme

280

305

Streamed a full
length TV show live

273

300

58%
39%
55%

Watched a full length film

408

Listened/watched
a podcast

54%

Watched a full length
sports programme

39%
75%

Watched a video clip
Watched a vlog

42%

Watched TV shows
on demand (not live)

50%

Source: GlobalWebIndex, “GWI Entertainment,” December 2014
© World Newsmedia Network 2015

Source: GlobalWebIndex, “GWI Entertainment,” December 2014
© World Newsmedia Network 2015

on desktop devices and Internet connected television.

Video content genre preferences

When video consumption is broken down by mobile device, U.S.
adults spent 13 minutes per day viewing videos on their smartphones and 20 minutes a day on viewing videos on their tablets,
according to the study.

According to GlobalWebIndex for Q3 2014, the most popular
forms of online entertainment involve video. The highest rated
entertainment activity online for global users is watching vidContinued on Page 17

Types of video content watched by smartphone users
In % of North American respondents who frequently view content

42.3%

News
36.2%

TV show previews, movie previews
Movies

30.9%

Reruns of TV shows

27.0%
26.3%

Sports clips
Sporting events

10.8%

Live TV shows

10.7%

Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup,” Q3 2014

© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Video case studies in
newspaper companies

itor at the McClatchy Company]; Dustin Park, former
Chicago Sun-Times [executive] producer [and current
managing director at Parkhaus]; Danny Gawlowski,
[photo and] video editor at the Seattle Times; Peter
Holderness, senior video producer at the Chicago
Sun-Times; and Eric Seals, videographer at the Detroit Free-Press.

The Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia
University produced a video study on several media
companies in the United States, including four
newspapers. This is the transcript of the interviews
with the executive producers at each of these
companies. The study was supported by the Tow
Foundation and the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation. Reprinted with permission from Tow
Center.

Andy Pergam: When I first came here to The Post,
about two and a half years ago, video was going
strong. We’ve been doing video here for more than
15 years, very strong in this sort of documentary style
storytelling. This past year, during all of 2013, we
expanded even more significantly to create Post TV.
So we brought everything under this home of Post TV
and built out a studio, hired a larger team and started
to produce a lot more original journalism.

videonow.towcenter.org

Craig Newman: We believe that there is obviously
a huge marketplace for video. A hugely undefined
marketplace, I would say, when it comes to news. And
that we have a mission here to cover a major metro
area, but we don’t have corresponding multimedia
coverage for that. There’s a lot of opportunity for us
to have alternative storytelling.

Narrator: It’s not news that the past several years
have been rough on newspapers. But 2013 was a
year of mild optimism. According to the Pew Research
Center, 450 of the nation’s 1,400 papers adopted
some sort of digital paywall. Share prices went up,
and many newsrooms began to experiment with new
forms of revenue.

Narrator: For newspapers, alternative storytelling
doesn’t just mean repurposing print. Video varies in
length, production value, style and approach from
story to story.

Video also became a big deal for newspapers. Most
publications have been producing at least some
video for years, but advertising demand surpassed
supply in 2013. In response, newsrooms began to
build video teams and infrastructure, a happy reversal to years of layoffs.

Kathy Kieliszewski: We do the clip. We do what I
describe as the uber-clip, which is a little more fully
formed package, but that doesn’t take a lot of time.
Then we do kind of the mid-size, the three to five minute and then the massive long form stuff.

We visited four newspapers for this report: the
Chicago Sun-Times, The Seattle Times, The Detroit
Free Press, and The Washington Post. We wanted a
sampling of papers: different sizes, different resources, different goals.

Eric Ulken: Then there’s the video that is, I would
call, kind of quick-hit, reporter-driven video that, you
know, we have a reporter who happened to be in the
right place at the right time with their iPhone and
caught some video of something interesting happening, whether it was a press conference or a man on
the street, what have you.

The Sun-Times, which famously laid-off its entire
photo staff last year, was an obvious choice. Seattle,
with only two full-time video editors, is producing a
lot with very little. The Free Press has been making
Emmy-award winning work since 2006, and the Post,
with its deep pockets and position in DC, has built a
large video team with dozens of producers.

Jon Forsythe: We have a great facility here with the
studio, we’ve got a newsroom live shot that we have
reporters help with explainers. We’ve got a graphics
team that has really raised the level of our production
in a big way. That’s helped us produce videos that
wouldn’t have been videos before, without an artistic
element and graphics to add.

Those interviewed were Andy Pergam, [former] senior
editor for video at the Washington Post; Craig Newman, former Chicago Sun-Times videographer [and
current managing editor]; Kathy Kieliszewski, director
of visuals at the Detroit Free-Press; Eric Ulken, [then-]
executive director of digital strategy at the Seattle
Times [and current executive director for Philly.com,
The Philadelphia Enquirer and the Philadelphia Daily
News]; Jonathan Forsythe, [then-]senior producer at
the Washington Post [and current national video ed-

Narrator: While online newspaper video takes many
shapes, most producers avoid making their videos
look like TV.
Danny Gawlowski: In the early days of our video
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department, I think we chased a lot of press conferences. We were chasing news and we were chasing
news and chasing news and then we were editing
things that were, in reality, kind of close to what our
broadcast partner was already producing. And so,
does that really benefit our audience? Or should we
just embed what they use? They get traffic out of it,
and we can spend that day editing a different story.

have learned video over the past few years.
Dustin Park has a team of four, including an intern.
Soon he’ll double that, hiring back four of the photographers the Sun-Times laid off.
The Post, the largest of these papers, seems to be
investing the most:
Jon Forsythe: So we have a production team [which]
takes care of curation and video placement and aggregating content from our partners, [the Associated
Press and] Reuters. We have a segment team that
does a lot of in-house production, working a lot with
graphics.

Andy Pergam: The shows that we launched with in
July or August of last year, changed really significantly
by September/October of that year. And so at the
beginning, we were starting out each show saying, “Hi
everybody, welcome to the show” and realised wait
a second, we don’t do that on the web. And it wasn’t
working, it didn’t resonate with audiences, we’re not
going to do that anymore. It’s just going to be – you’re
going to dive right into it.

They work a lot with reporters, doing a Skype interview from a breaking news situation overseas or
something like that, and they’re producing segments.
And then we have a video journalism team that’s going out a doing original reporting. They’re mostly the
folks that basically are taking a camera outside the
building and working on those original stories.

At the end we were saying, well, “that’s the show for
today” and people weren’t watching the show all the
way through, so we learned, wait we don’t need to
do that, we should instead think about coming at it a
different way.

Narrator: Even with dozens of producers at the
Post, these teams are tiny compared to broadcast
operations. There aren’t enough video producers at
newspapers to handle the daily news cycle.

Kathy Kieliszewski: We always said we wanted to
kind of be NPR with pictures. We wanted to be able to
tell those really deep and meaningful narratives but
then put all of our great visuals, cause there’s a really
strong legacy of great photojournalism at this paper,
translate that to video. We wanted to look at our
shooting style, to be very cinematic. You could always
pull a frame grab because it was a beautiful image,
from it. And that was kind of where we started. And
we extrapolated that into video.

Peter Holderness: Some weeks we realise that it’s
not sustainable, sometimes it is. It’s a great job, it’s
fantastic to get to have this kind of mix, to be able to
be careful about lighting and composition in some
and then just run and gun in other places and jump
on stories that are interesting and hit breaking news,
go for features.

Dustin Park: You’re not tied to you know, a half hour
or an hour kind of models that are built into broadcast TV. You can produce a five-minute, rich piece
that’s not going to take months and months to do but
you can put a lot into that and make it look good and
do great storytelling and that would be perfectly fine
to live on a news site, a newspaper site, whatever.

The downside is that the work is such that maybe if
you were planning to spend four hours on a Tuesday
editing the video that you shot Tuesday morning, but
something else pops up Tuesday afternoon, the video
still has to be done, so we’ll complete the work day at
the office, and then go home and edit for four hours
at night.

Jon Forsythe: People come to the Web for stuff that
has a little bit of an edge. Stuff that has a little bit of
a . . . They want accuracy obviously, they want good,
strong, solid foundation of reporting, but they also
want a little bit of personality. But it’s dangerous because if you cross that line, if you go too far, if you try
to be too cute with something, then you run the risk
of sort of losing credibility.

Eric Seals: I would say it takes for every minute of
video that I do, it probably takes. . . If I want to do it
right, it probably takes nine to 10 hours of production.

Narrator: How video gets made varies from paper to
paper. In Seattle, photojournalists shoot high-quality
video, with Danny Gawlowski and another producer
editing the footage. Kathy Kieliszewski manages a
team of 13 shooters. Most are photographers who

Narrator: Video has been available online for nearly
two decades, but most video in the early days was
repurposed TV news.
Today, newspapers are experimenting with video
forms and styles specific to the Web.

Peter Holderness: There are weeks where it feels
like we’re kind of all pulling double shifts to keep up
with what’s happening in the city.
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Andy Pergam: I think it’s really important to news
and to newsrooms to figure it out so that we’re toward
the forefront of crafting what the space looks like.
And it’s important to us at The Post to innovate, to
launch a Google TV app when a lot of people aren’t
on Google TV. It’s important to us to get into that
space where video is going to be, years from now,
because it’s a wide-open field. As opposed to before,
when networks controlled everything or TV stations
controlled everything or newspapers controlled everything. The Internet has created this fantastic sort
of Wild West space for us and so we can carve out
our own thing. It’s important to us and other news
organisations to carve out: “This is what we’re about,
this is who we are.”

celebrity news – Lindsay Lohan crashing her car – to
serious news like what happened in Syria today.
Jon Forsythe: We’re aggregating from everywhere.
The White House. We’re aggregating from the National Zoo, when they have a new panda video. It sorts of
runs the gamut and we’re just looking for more and
sort of more partnerships out there to sort of build
out our video content in a big way.
Narrator: But does simply producing a lot of videos
attract a bigger audience? An important question,
since ad revenue is still dependent on page views.
For the newspapers we visited, videos reached 500
to 1,000 plays on average. There was the occasional
viral hit or successful documentary, but in most cases, videos didn’t get more than a few thousand views.
Which leads us to the big question: Have newsrooms
been able to make money from all this investment in
video? Well, if you do the math, pre-roll simply can’t
support video. Even with CPMs between US$15 and
$20, a video that gets watched 1000 times will only
make 20 bucks, tops.

Narrator: So what’s working?
Papers seem to be taking a divide and conquer
approach. Reporters shoot raw video on their iPhones
and post instantly to the Web. These are short, unedited, fast and cheap to make.
Danny Gawlowski: For news situations, if it’s something that important today, we try to use mobile as
much as we can, and shoot it on mobile, upload it
directly from your mobile device, publish it immediately. It gives us the advantage of speed. We put the
ability to publish breaking news right at the reporter
level, right at the photographer level, and so that we
can concentrate our editing resources on longer-term,
more thoughtful packages.

Eric Ulken: We haven’t figured out the business model, so it’s sort of a chicken or egg problem. On the
one hand, advertising will tell us, “Well we need more
volume in order to make this an effective advertising
product.” And on the news gathering side, it’s “Well,
if you could show us that this is actually producing
some revenue, we would assign some more manpower to it.”

Narrator: For longform or high-end video projects like
features and documentaries, a dedicated team of
trained shooters and editors is used.

Kathy Kieliszewski: I’ll believe it when I see it, that
the revenue will come. People, you know: “If you build
it, they will come.” Well we’ve built it for eight years
and I’m still kind of waiting.

Eric Seals: The great thing about working here at the
Free Press is that they understand to do video storytelling the right way, it takes time. Kathy K. and our
other picture editors are really good at giving us the
time to do it and they’ll clear the schedule to let us do
that because they get it.

Narrator: Since newspaper videos aren’t making
money yet, how do they measure success?
Andy Pergam: It’s important to us that we’re looking
at metrics in a lot of different ways. That we’re looking at it from how individual videos did, but also how
our engagement is looking, how people are coming
to our site, finding what they want and then watching
another video, then watching another video. It’s really
important to us that what we’re doing work in a lot of
different places and work over time.

And I think that’s backed by those of us that shoot
here, that shoot video, by a lot of the awards we’ve
won. National Emmys, a lot of regional or local
Michigan Emmys and things like that. Not that that
validates everything, but I think, when you go out
and you tell good stories and you get a lot of clicks,
a lot of watches but also it wins awards, it lets the
publisher, the editors and everyone know that, “Hey,
you know what? This is something valuable to us [as]
an industry.” But it’s also valuable to our viewers to
know that we’re producing award-winning content.
Narrator: Newspapers are producing more video
than ever before, but they still rely heavily on external
video feeds.

Kathy Kieliszewski: I know that a click can be anything from somebody sitting on that page for a long
time ingesting the content and seeing my ad, versus
somebody who just went “click,” oh, and they’re
gone and they saw nothing. And so when we see a
video that people have gone 50 percent or more and
watched it, regardless of the length, that to me is
success.

Kathy Kieliszewski: We get Reuters video, USA Today, so we get a ton of video. And it’s everything from

Andy Pergam: There is no one solution. There is
not one particular thing that is working really well
16
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and that everybody is doing. And that’s what’s really
different from where video was before. TV was always
this one thing – this is how it works, this is the ratings
game, this is how you do it, you know.
It was a little more cookie cutter.

This is not. This is really different and that’s what
attracted me to it, is we can actually figure out what
this space looks like, together. And we’re doing that
and we can do it [in] real time now. We know what
people are watching at this very minute, and so we
can adjust what we do in ways that are smart.

Types of video content viewed by U.S. users, by generation
Percentage of respondents who frequently* view content

Millennials
(18-34)

Generation X
(35-54)

Baby boomers
(55+)

TV shows

37%

26%

16%

User-generated content

33%

21%

15%

Movies

28%

20%

14%

Music videos

19%

10%

5%

News

13%

21%

18%

Personal videos

11%

7%

6%

Web videos

10%

5%

2%

Note: Viewed on a PC, smartphone, tablet or TV; *top-two box
Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup,” Q3 2014
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U.S. types of video consumed online

eo clips (75 percent), followed by playing an online game (58
percent), watching a full-length film (55 percent) and listening to music (54 percent), according to GWI’s report, “GWI
Entertainment,” published in Dec. 2014.

Percantage of U.S. adults, 2013
Total
U.S.
47%

Ages Ages Ages
18-29 30-49 50-64
74% 60% 31%

Music

40%

73%

53%

19%

8%

How-to

46%

70%

57%

34%

11%

Educational

41%

63%

51%

30%

11%

News

36%

48%

49%

27%

11%

Animation or
cartoons

23%

42%

30%

10%

5%

This is good news for news publishers, who have an opportunity to create news and sports videos for their hungry video
viewing audience.

Sports

22%

38%

30%

13%

4%

Political

22%

32%

28%

17%

5%

What are the demographic profiles of video viewers? According to eMarketer’s “Video Content Roundup,” the general rule
for generational groups watching videos is, the younger the
online users, the more likely they are to watch video content.
Millennials, those ages 18 to 34, in the United States watch

Commercials or
advertisiments

12%

20%

14%

12%

1%

Video type
Comedy or
humorous

While the preferences for entertainment content has remained steady in favouring video clip viewing, the millions
of users worldwide have grown considerably from 2013 to
2014. During that year, the number of online users watching
video clips grew from 565 million to 604 million, while online
gaming favourability grew from 472 million to 515 million,
listening to music grew from 454 million to 499 million, and
watching a full length film has surged from 408 million to 444
million users, according to GWI.
The eMarketer study found that 42.3 percent of North
American adults frequently view video news content on their
smartphones, followed by 36.2 percent watching TV and movie previews; 30.9 percent viewing movies, 27 percent watching
TV reruns, and 26.3 percent watching sports clips.

Ages
65+
10%

Source: “State of the News Media 2014,” Pew Research Center “2013 Digital Video
Survey” © World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Monthly video viewers in BRIC countries

Global video viewers, by age
and gender

Video audience in millions, number of videos and number of
minutes viewing videos, on average, per month

447

Video audience (million)

69

74

59

Russia

Brazil

India

47

14.2%
Video viewers by age (%)

China

Percentage of average number of videos consumed each month, and
percentage of video viewers by age, gender

Videos (billion)

15

19

13.8%
Male

8.5%

Female

8.4%
5.6%
3.8%

3.1%

2.1%

3.7
China
695

Russia
1,440

Brazil
923

India
414

15-24

25-34

35-44

45+

66.8

62.8

57.3

53.2

Minutes per user per month

Average videos per viewer

Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2014

Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2015

more than twice as much video as
Baby Boomers, those 55 and older,
according to the study. Television
shows were the most frequently
watched content, with 37 percent of
Millennials, 26 percent of Generation
X, and 16 percent of Baby Boomers
frequently watching. Meanwhile, 33
percent of Millennials frequently
watch user-generated video, while
21 percent of Generation X and 15
percent of Baby Boomers do so.
News is the only video category not
dominated by Millennials. Twenty-one percent of Gen X, those ages 35
to 54, frequently consume news video,
while 18 percent of Baby Boomers do
so. Meanwhile, 13 percent of Millennials frequently access news video.
The most popular types of video
genres consumed depend on the age
group accessing them. Popular among
the young crowd in the United States,
particularly those 18-to 29-years-old
are comedy and humorous (74 percent), followed by music (73 percent)
and how-to (70 percent), according to
Pew Research Center’s report, “State
of the News Media 2014.”
The most popular video genres for
those 30-to 49-years-old are comedy,
60 percent; how-to, 57 percent; music,
53 percent; educational, 51 percent;
and news, 49 percent. For those 50 to

U.S. news video online demographics
Percantage of U.S. adults, 2013
WATCH ONLINE VIDEO
63%

Total 36%
Watch online news video

AGE

18-29 48%

90%

30-49 49%

80%
49%

50-64 27%
65+ 11%

20%

INCOME
$30,000 or less 25%

47%

$30-49,000 34%

63%

$50-74,999 36%

71%

$75,000 or more 57%
EDUCATION
H.S. grad or less 22%
Some college 43%
College or
grad degree 52%
Source: “State of the News Media 2014,”
Pew Research Center “2013 Digital Video Survey”

18

83%

47%
70%
80%
© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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64, favourite video genres are how-to, 34 percent; comedy, 31
percent; educational, 30 percent; and news, 27 percent.

Seventy-four million Brazillian video viewers watch 19 billion
videos per month for an average of 57.3 minutes per person
per month, while 59 million Indian video viewers watch 3.7
billion videos for an average of 53.2 minutes per month per
viewer, according to comScore.

Video user demographics
Around the world, video viewers tend to be young and male.
According to comScore’s Sept. 2014 report “Video Metrix,”
14.2 percent of males ages 15 to 24, and 13.8 percent of males
ages 25 to 34 consume videos each month. Meanwhile, almost
half as many females consume videos. Eight and a half percent
of females 15-to 24-years-old and 8.4 percent of those 25 to 34
consumed videos. All video viewers in the 15-to 24-year-old
category consumed an average of 66.8 videos per month, while
all video viewers ages 25 to 34 consumed an average of 62.8
videos per month.

U.S. video viewers, by device
In millions of smartphone and tablet video viewers,
March 2013 to March 2014

+27%

Video viewers (000)

80,000

Far fewer Internet users ages 35 and older consume videos,
and in smaller quantities, on average. Just 5.6 percent of males
ages 35 to 44 consumed videos in Sept. 2014, while 3.1 percent
of males age 45 and older consumed videos per month. Meanwhile, 3.8 percent of females ages 35 to 44 consumed videos,
while 2.1 percent of females 45 and above consumed videos.
All viewers ages 35 to 44 consumed an average of 57.3 videos
per month, while those 45 and above consumed an average of
53.2 videos per month, according to comScore.
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While global video viewing numbers show the overall trend,
regional and country-by-country video viewing statistics tell a
far more powerful story: video viewers in some countries are
huge consumers of video, while other countries haven’t caught
up to the video viewing trend yet. These statistics help media
companies build their strategies to both dovetail with current
trends and plan for emerging trends.
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2013

Dec
2013

Mar
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Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2014

Sixty-three percent of Americans watched video in 2013,
36 percent of which watched news video, according to Pew.
Younger Americans are the biggest consumers of video, with
90 percent of those ages 18 to 29 watching video and 48 percent of which watched news videos, while 80 percent of those
ages 30 to 49 watched video, 49 percent of which watched
news video.

For example, China has 447 million video users who consume
an average of 47 billion videos per month for a total of 66.8
minutes per viewer per month. Meanwhile, Russia has a video
audience of 69 billion viewers who watch 15 billion videos per
month for an average of 62.8 minutes per month per viewer.

Those individuals earning US$50,000 or more per year were
far more likely to be video consumers and news video consumers. Those who earned a college or graduate degree were

Day in the life of U.S. video users
Percantage of time spent, by platform and by hours of the day
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Sources: Nielsen, “The Cross-Platform Report,” Q4 2013
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online video reaches its afternoon peak at 4 p.m., then declines
slightly until rising again and peaking at 8 p.m. Smartphone
video use peaks at 5 p.m. and levels off starting at 6 p.m.

Global time of day video consumption
In percentage of daily consumption by device and time of day

Ooyala’s “Global Video Index Q3 2014” studied global video
consumption on desktops, tablets and mobile phones throughout the day on both weekend days and weekdays. The firm
found that on weekends, desktop video usage peaks at about
4 p.m. and then drops off, while mobile phone video usage
builds throughout the day and peaks by about 10 p.m. both
on weekends and week days, and then drops off at bedtime.
Tablet usage builds in the morning, plateaus during the day,
and peaks during the evening hours on both weekends and
weekdays, according to Ooyala.
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Q3 2014
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Phone
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Desktop
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weekend
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Source: Ooyala, “Global Video Index Q3 2014”

Latin American video consumption
Mexico leads in video viewership in Latin America, according to comScore. Mexico’s video viewing audience averaged
14.8 videos per viewer per month, and 83.7 minutes of video

© World Newsmedia Network 2015

Monthly video views in Latin
American countries

far more likely to be both video and news video consumers,
according to Pew.

In average number of videos and minutes per user, per month

Smartphone and tablet video viewing is growing steadily in
the United States. Tablet video viewing rose 32 percent from
March 2013 to March 2014, while smartphone video viewing
grew by 27 percent. However, the number of smartphone video viewers far exceeds tablet video viewing almost two-to-one.

14.8

Average videos
per viewer
per month

11.4

Time-of-day video usage

8.6

8.5

8.5

Colombia
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Brazil

The Nielsen Company explored video use across the space of a
day for Americans in “The Cross-Platform Report” and found
that television use is far more popular in the evening, with
spikes of vigorous usage from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m. Meanwhile,

Latin America time of day
video consumption
Mexico

In percentage of daily consumption, by device

Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2015

12%

per user during Sept. 2014. After Mexico, the second biggest
consumer of videos is Argentina, with 11.4 videos and 55.3
minutes per month per each user; Colombia with 8.6 videos
per user for the month and 28 minutes of video per month;
Chile with 8.5 videos and 37.3 minutes per user per month;
and Brazil with 8.5 videos and 53.7 minutes of video user per
month.
According to Ooyala’s “Video Index Q3 2014,” Latin America
exhibits unique video viewing behaviour compared to the
rest of the world. Desktop access of video builds during the
morning hours, remains steady throughout the day, and drops
off in the evening. Meanwhile, phone and tablet access of
videos steadily builds throughout the day and peaks in the late
evening hours.
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Source: Ooyala, “Global Video Index Q3 2014”

Asia Pacific video consumption
Video consumption is highest in the Asia Pacific region, where

© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Online video access in Asia
Percent of Web population accessing online video
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Asia Pacific time of day video
consumption

while Indian viewers accessed 4 billion videos and each viewer
averaged 62 videos per month.

In percentage of daily consumption, by device

According to Ooyala’s “Video Index Q3 2014,” video access is
most popular in the Asia Pacific region on desktops during
the weekdays, particularly at the lunch hour, and on tablets
and phones in the evening. On the weekend, desktop-accessed
video happens in the first half of the day, while phone and
tablet-accessed videos dominate in the second half of the day.
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Video viewing in Japan, by gender
Q3 2014
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90 percent of the population in Hong Kong, 89 percent in
Vietnam, 85 percent in Singapore, 84 percent in both China
and in Taiwan, and 80 percent in Japan access online video,
according to “GWI Entertainment,” a Dec. 2014 report by
GlobalWebIndex.

15-24

393.6

4,229.8

25-34

382.3

4,269.8

35-44

318.6

3,270.9

45-54

393.1

3,802.1

55+

337.3

3,017.1

TARGET AUDIENCE
Females - Age

However, the average number of videos per viewer for Dec.
2014 varied considerably, underscoring the vast differences in
usage patterns for every media, and in particular, video viewing. For example, Chinese video viewers consumed 29 billion
videos in December 2014, or an average of 124 videos per
viewers per month. Meanwhile, Japanese viewers accessed 16
billion videos and averaged 279 videos per viewer each month,

TOTAL INTERNET
Minutes
Videos
per viewer
per viewer

TOTAL INTERNET
Minutes
Videos
per viewer
per viewer

15-24

203.4

1,706.7

25-34

167.6

1,474.3

35-44

193.5

1,652.4

45-54

255.2

2,278.1

55+

175.2

1,747.8

Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Kyodo News case study

create explanations of the venues, explain the historical
background of Tokyo and interviews with all of the athletes,” he said. They want to create content for smartphone in order to meet the demands of the smartphone
users.

Japan is a nation of readers. Japanese newspapers are
the most circulated in the world. However, digital media
is also gaining traction, especially among young people
and males.

Three groups of Kyodo News members are creating videos in varying quantities and on a variety of subjects.

“Video consumption is totally different than in Europe,
much slower than in [the] UK and [the] US…Japan is
more like Germany and Scandinavian countries,” said
Kakuya Ogata, deputy managing director of the digital
department for Kyodo News. “Demand will grow but it
will take a couple years, I think.”

First, many newspapers are creating videos on local
topics such as festivals, food, tourism, weather, animals
and other features, but not a lot of news topics, he said.
Second, the most active newspapers publishing video
are the national newspaper members. The most aggressive and active is Nikkei, the business newspaper. They
are most like the Wall Street Journal, which is shifting
paper subscribers to digital subscribers.

Kyodo News is the leading news agency in Japan, with
56 newspaper members, one for each of the country’s
prefectures, plus major national newspapers like Asahi
Shimbun and Nikkei. Many of the prefecture newspapers have circulations of one million, underscoring the
media audience’s obsession with reading in print.

The third group consists of smaller, local newspapers,
some of which do not think video is as important.

Big newspapers like Nikkei and Asahi Shimbun are
starting to produce video, but at a slower pace than other parts of the developed world. “There is no demand
for digital content,” Ogata said. “Right now, only a few
papers are hungry for video.”

“It’s a matter of digital conversion. For a lot of papers in
Japan, 60 percent of households still take the newspapers. They have websites that are not so sophisticated
so far,” he said. Therefore, video is not a priority for
these papers.

Kyodo has its own digital crews that shoot video; meanwhile, the newspapers’ reporters can also shoot video
and send it to the news agency in Tokyo, he said.

“In the future video is very important. We have to put resources in video in the future. Right now it’s not making
any money. Very traditional publishers know video is an
important [strategy] but don’t know how to get money
on these platforms. This is a big problem.”

“Journalists are trained to take both photos and videos
at the scene. All of the reporters and crews have small
digital cameras and take short videos,” he said. “If you
shoot exclusive video at the scene, it’s very valuable. It
doesn’t matter if it’s not high quality.”

“It’s hard to compete with YouTube. The big broadcasting station, NHK is aggressive, putting a lot of money
in the field of video. Traditional broadcasting is still
drawing money.”

The demand for video content on digital signage at commuter stations and public spaces is growing every day,
he said. Already the agency is planning digital content,
including video, for TV and smartphones for the Olympic
summer games in Tokyo in 2020.

Ad agencies are starting to change business models.
They have their own sites and communication channels
for information. The advertiser sites really need a lot of
content with a lot of videos and photos to promote their
products.

“We are in the process of trying to [do] marketing research, what [content] we need for this, and how we can
differentiate,” he said. “In the future, we start to create
computer graphics, animation and interactive. We want
to create very high value content with animations and
interactive graphics. Right now there is a copyright
thing. We cannot shoot [during] the competition, but we
can shoot videos after the competition.”

“Big advertising companies like Dentsu are changing
their business models…video is very important. You still
need photos and text as well,” he said.

www.kyodonews.jp/english/

“What we can do is very limited. We really want to try to
22
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Video viewing in Japan, per top media sites
In viewers per site vs. total online audience
Total unique
viewers (000)
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Videos per
viewer
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Video viewing in China, by age
Monthly video viewership in unique viewers, videos per viewer and minutes per viewer
Unique viewers (000)

Monthly videos (000)
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558.6
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Source: comScore, Video Metrix, September 2014
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WcomScore’s profile of video viewers in Japan corroborates
GlobalWebIndex’s findings: Japan’s video viewer reach of the
Internet population is 80 percent, skewing higher for some
Web properties such as Google sites, particularly YouTube.
Other popular video sites in Japan include FC2, Dwango,
Yahoo! and DMM, all of which attract a much lower video
viewer following compared to Google.

per month. Compared to Japanese video viewers, individual
Chinese viewers consume far fewer videos for far less time per
video.
Continued on Page 23

Male video viewers in Japan access more than double the
number of videos and spend twice the amount of time on videos than their female counterparts, according to comScore’s
“Video Metrix” report in Sept. 2014. Male video viewers ages
15 to 24 access an average of 393.6 videos per viewer per
month, for an average of 4,229.8 minutes per viewer each
month compared to female video viewers who access 203.4
videos per viewer per month, for a total of 1,706.7 minutes per
viewer.

In percentage of daily consumption, by device

Europe, Middle East and Africa time
of day video consumption
10%

5%
Q3 2014
0%

Comparatively, males 35-to 44-years-old access 318.6 videos
per month for a total of 3,270.9 minutes per month, while
women ages 35 to 44 access 193.5 videos per month for a total
of 1,652.4 minutes per month. Compared to other countries,
Japanese video viewers tend to access longform video, such
as TV episodes and movies, thus driving up the average time
spent on each video.
Chinese video viewers consume more than 42 billion videos
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BBC.co.uk video case study

“The reporter can take us on a show-and-tell tour, for
example. Here is the tent. Here is where the people are
living,” she said. “It is less polished and more intimate
to watch it. It is adding to [the television account]. It tells
the story in a slightly different way. This is how we can
make this more relevant.”

Inga Thordar, front page editor for BBC.co.uk, has three
main pieces of advice for media companies planning
a video strategy: Know your audience, maintain video
quality and promote on social media.

Videos also work well to tell more personal stories, allowing the narrator or two to convey emotion or personal
experience. Similarly, explainer videos are effective.
They tend to be shorter videos of less than one minute,
which takes on one aspect of a story. For example, a
video explaining the difference between tax evasion and
tax avoidance, as a secondary story to the HSBC tax
scandal.

“One of the key things is to know your audience and
their behaviours. Younger audiences will want something totally different than older. Those in Africa want
something different than those in Asia. On the product
side, quality comes through. For me, I personally think
fewer but high quality videos is better than dubious
quality. Promotion is absolutely key. Are you going to
put it out on social media, are you going to drive people
back to your site, or not. Where content is placed how it
is being promoted within the stories is incredibly important.”

www.bbc.com/news/uk-politics-31456657

In her role as head of the social media team, Thordar
decides what to put on the front page, and works with
the team on how videos should run and be promoted in
stories and on social media.

BBC is also using short videos on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram to promote content, but because of the
closed environment, the social media does not link back
to the BBC and drive traffic.

BBC.co.uk, focused on British news, is running a video
innovation project at the BBC. The BBC websites have
been publishing video for more than a decade, but
this involved cutting TV video and posting it online. In
the past five years, a shift toward original online video
content accelerated the development of synergies with
television and online native video production.

“We have been using short pieces on social media, we
take the best clips from content and put it on there,”
Thordar said. “The thing to remember is you are not driving traffic to your platform. It (autoplays) on the social
media. Monetising on Facebook is great for Facebook
but less so for us.”

The journalists who produce video at the BBC are not
organised into a team. However, many BBC journalists
have different skill sets that allow them to produce, edit
and publish video each day.

“Should you be putting a shorter version to [show off
your content and not get linked back]?. Or, do you think
‘I don’t care as long as they are watching our content’?
We haven’t found the silver bullet on that.”

“We have a team that shoots and produces. We have
people who are skilled who can tell stories, video
journalists, or VJs. They wouldn’t necessarily be reporters; maybe they would do first-person pieces. We have
people who cut [TV] videos, but perhaps cannot shoot.
Everyone has different skills. Few of them can take
video from conception to publishing,” she said.

The main objective for video is to create high quality
video that viewers want to engage in that is shareable
and gives us a better connection with them, and create
an added value that video brings to overall storytelling,
she said.
The key is video as added value. Video garners a fraction of text consumption on BBC websites.

Since 2013, Thordar has been developing a different
kind of cross-platform news concept, to identify what
content from the BBC’s legendary television channels
works and what doesn’t work when published online
and on mobile.

“Even though video is growing rapidly, it is still not to the
level of text, which is exponentially higher. The trajectory
is steep upwards. Our strategy for video is increasingly
important. The audience is headed that way,” she said.

What doesn’t work is to take talking-head style newscasts from BBC1 and BBC2 and post them online. Video
viewers want a personally relevant story. Viewers want
an immersive way to tell a story. Instead of reporting
battle in a war, the reporter can give us a more personal
account of how the war is affecting people who live near
the battle, she said.

“We also know that for many people, there is a broader
issue of data use [on mobile]. In Africa, data is expensive; long video isn’t necessary good for them.”
Content is the main focus at BBC’s UK site, as it is
funded by taxpayer money, not advertising. The users’
opinions are valued. “They don’t want TV on the Web.
They want something they feel a connection to; there24
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fore, what they will share with their networks. We have
to think outside the box about the video content we create. We think about the story and the right angle. If you
combine those two, it will be valued by our audience,”
she said.

the alternative use of that?” Thordar said. “Working with
TV is a work in progress. Television is still the medium
for big breaking stories. We need to maintain that. There
is that trust and relationship in large numbers on TV.
However, the world is changing about what audience
wants from us, and the question is, how quickly do we
move in changing knowing our loyal audience, and not
let the format run the journalism. We must think about
how to produce [video] in a new way without taking away
from the gravitas of the story…without jeoparadising
the content. Meanwhile, the audience is expecting new
things. The colleagues working on BBC World understand the media landscape is changing.” she said.

For example, Thordar’s team created a video about Russia’s military capability, which accompanied a story on
the same theme. The following video became popular
on the site.

www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-31167173

“TV viewing has changed a lot, but news has changed
a lot. We have to think about [how] we make ourselves
relevant while still moving quicker.”

The most popular videos are not produced by the BBC,
but by user-generated channels. Thordar refers to these
videos as snippets of life. They can be about ducks waddling down a busy highway or a plane that crashed and
landed using a parachute. “People like the quirkiness
of life. They are definitely a part of the offerings for our
site.”

For the future, Thordar said she hopes there will be
more of a promotion of video on the website, expanding
the number of devices on which to publish video and
the integration of video into text stories.
“We will think more about multimedia as a package,
instead of adding a bit of video…looking at it more as a
holistic product. We haven’t let go of old media, because our audience hasn’t. We need to experiment, that
will be the reality for a little while, and it’s going to be expensive. How can you make the best video? It requires
different resources and skills and the BBC has been
cutting back. It’s about developing skills whilst maintaining the more traditional side of our broadcast, and the
rethinking about which departments work together.”

The process of producing video at the BBC is unique to
the media world. BBC commissions feature video material every week, from their bureaus around the United
Kingdom. We might commission an interview of Syria’s
president, or a video to explain what a barrel bomb is,
she said.
“We try not to duplicate, if TV produces something that
doesn’t work online, we would rather say, OK, what is

Weekly news video vs. text consumed, by country
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However, in total, Chinese viewers consume more than twice
the volume of videos as a reflection of the population of China
and the high penetration of its video users.

Video consumption in the rest of the world
Video consumption in the entire Europe, Middle East and
Africa region is led by tablets and phones in the evenings,
and on desktops throughout the day, according to Ooyala’s
“Video Index Q3 2014.” Video consumption on phones builds
throughout the weekday and crescendos before bedtime, while
consumption on tablets increases in the morning, dips during

As with other countries, Chinese users skew younger and
male. The biggest users of video in China are 15-to 24-yearsold, accessing 14.6 billion videos per month, while those ages
25 to 34 consume 13.2 billion videos per month.
25
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News content formats consumed weekly, by country
In percentage of users
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News reading, viewing preferences, by country
In percentage of users
Mostly read news by text
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the afternoon, and then rises along with phones in the evenings. On the weekend, desktop-accessed video surges in the
first half of the day, while tablet use and phone use increase in
both the early morning and evening.

Meanwhile, the countries with the most video news consumption are the United States, with 30 percent consuming
news video and 72 percent using text-based news, followed by
Brazil with 27 percent, Italy with 20 percent and Finland with
18 percent of news users who access video news.

Online news users’ video preferences

“Even though video is growing rapidly, it is still not to the level
of text, which is exponentially higher. The trajectory is steep
upwards. Our strategy for video is increasingly important. The
audience is headed that way,” said Inga Thordar, front page
editor for BBC.co.uk.

Despite the growing popularity of video news online, textnews still far outpaces video news. For example, text-based
news, including lists, articles and blogs, rule in Japan, where
85 percent of users say they consume news via text, while
only 10 percent access news videos. Japan is followed by Italy
(84 percent), Brazil (81 percent) and Finland (80 percent) as
countries with online users who far favour text over video.

According to the Reuters Institute’s “Digital News Report
2014,” the percentage of users accessing different types of
26
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Reasons for not using news video
In percentage of users
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14%

13%

I don’t have time

17%

16%

15%

15%

18%

7%

5%

5%

12%

7%

Take too long to load up/play

14%

18%

19%

19%

19%

I would rather watch on a bigger screen

26%

23%

29%

26%

24%

I prefer to read articles than watch videos

38%

46%

38%

52%

39%

5%

8%

8%

3%

4%

I can’t get them to play properly

Concern about cost of access (eg via mobile)

Base: All who don’t watch news videos online: UK = 1729, Germany = 1721, Spain = 1664, Finland = 1242, US = 1862
Source: Reuters Institute, “Digital News Report 2014”
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content each week paints a picture of a dominant text-based
content usage, followed by video/audio, pictures/graphics use.
Weekly video use is particularly dominant in the United States
with 34 percent of the users accessing news video each week,
followed by Spain, 33 percent; Brazil, 32 percent; Italy, 31
percent; and Finland, 23 percent.

Important vs. frequently watched
news video

Digital news users were asked about the degree to which they
prefer reading and watching news online. Fourteen percent
of those respondents from Spain read text stories and watch
news videos about the same amount, followed by 12 percent
from Germany and 11 percent from the United States.
Forty-nine percent of those in the United Kingdom and
Finland say they prefer to read news in text, followed by 44
percent in Germany, 39 percent in Spain and 32 percent in the
United States.

Arts and culture

In percentage of users in the United Kingdom, United States,
Germany, Spain and Finland who distinguished between news that is
important to them, and news they actually watch
57%
67%
40%

Fun/weird news

50%

Entertainment
and celebrity

27%

Business and
financial

27%

40%
42%
30%

Science and
technology

Many respondents said they preferred reading text-based
news, supplemented by a small amount of video. Thirty-nine
percent of the Finnish respondents, followed by 38 percent of
those from Spain, 37 percent from the United States, 29 percent from Germany and 28 percent from the United Kingdom,
preferred the hybrid approach to consuming online news
Sometimes the reasons for not using a specific platform is
more instructive than the reasons for using it or liking it.
According to the “Digital News Report 2014,” the majority of
respondents do not access video because they prefer to read
articles, followed by preferring to watch videos on a bigger
screen than a laptop, desktop, tablet or smartphone.

41%
27%

Sports news
Health and
education

37%
19%
30%
30%

News about
the economy

28%
28%
29%

Politics news
News about
my region

Fifty-two percent of Finnish respondents said they preferred
reading articles over watching videos, followed by 46 percent
of those from Germany. Between 23 percent and 29 percent of
those respondents from Spain, Germany, Finland, the United
States and Brazil preferred to access video on a larger screen.
Between 11 percent and 14 percent of the respondents said
they don’t find online news videos interesting, and between 15
percent and 18 percent of the respondents said they don’t have
time to access news videos.

Local
news
International
news
News about
country

Is there a difference between news of interest to the video
viewer and news videos they actually watch? It has long been

14%
17%
18%
15%
25%
15%
12%
13%

Source: Reuters Institute, “Digital News Report 2014”
© World Newsmedia Network 2015
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Video advertising fastest growing
digital units

said that readers and viewers know they should read and view
news of substance and import like world news, but frequently
are drawn in by the allure of salacious and lightweight content
such as celebrity gossip and intriguing crime stories.
The Reuters Institute’s Digital News Report 2014 explored
how video viewers in Germany, Spain, Finland, the United
States and the United Kingdom balance the news of interest
to the video consumer with the actual video news frequently
accessed on each subject.

Growth projected from 2014 to 2018 in % of compounded annual
growth rate (CAGR)
25%
20%
15%

For example, while economic news, international news and local news are areas of interest to video viewers, videos on these
more serious subjects are less likely to be watched. Meanwhile, lighter and more entertaining video topics like the arts,
entertainment, fun and “weird” news and sporting news are
far more likely to be accessed compared to the interest level
of the viewer. In particular, 57 percent of the respondents said
they were interested in arts and culture videos, but 67 percent
actually watched them. Meanwhile, 40 percent said they were
interested in fun and weird videos, while 50 percent actually
accessed them. Twenty-seven percent of video viewers said
they were interested in business and financial videos and 42
percent actually watch them.

10%
5%
0
Search

Display Classifieds

Video

Mobile

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Global entertainment and media outlook,
2014-2018;” Informa Telecoms & Media
© World Newsmedia Network 2015

terhouseCoopers report “Global entertainment and media
outlook 2014 to 2018.” Mobile advertising growth comes in
second place, growing at a 23 percent CAGR, followed distantly by search, display and classifieds.

Video advertising trends
Video is the fastest growing digital advertising unit, expected to grow at about 24 percent compounded annual growth
rate (CAGR) from 2014 to 2018, according to the Pricewa-

Video advertising continues to grow, taking share from
other digital media over time. According to PwC, video and

Global digital advertising units shift, 2009-2018
In percentage of digital advertising revenue share
Search

Display

Classifieds

Video

Mobile

2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Source: PricewaterhouseCoopers, “Global entertainment and media outlook, 2014-2018;” Informa Telecoms & Media
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U.S. video ad spending, 2013-2018, by device
In US$ billions, and percent change

$15
$12.27

12

$10.83
$9.25

9
$7.64
$5.89

6

3

0
% change

Online

$4.18
$0.66

$1.44

$3.52

$4.45

2013

2014

33.1%

$3.42

$5.44
$4.38

$2.38
$6.83

$5.83

$6.46

2015

2016

2017

26.4%

18.1%

10.9%

10.8%

5.9%

169.0%

119.0%

65.8%

43.8%

27.8%

24.2%

44.5%

41.0%

29.7%

21.1%

17.1%

13.3%

$5.26

2018

Mobile
Total

Note: Ad spending on tablets is included in mobile; ad spending on desktop and notebook computers included in online; numbers may not add up to total due to rounding.
Source: eMarketer, “Video Content Roundup,” Q3 2014
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Estimated U.S. online video (CPM)

particularly mobile advertising are poised to encroach on the
Internet’s most lucrative advertising genres: search, display
and classifieds. From 2009 to 2018, video advertising share
around the world is projected to more than double, and mobile advertising is poised to almost treble at the expense of the
incumbents.

Cost per thousand online video advertising impressions

$35
$30

Online video ad spending in the United States will almost
double from US$3.52 billion in 2013 to $6.83 billion in 2018,
while mobile video ad spend will surge from $660 million in
2013 to $5.44 billion in 2018, eMarketer forecasts in its “Video
Content Roundup.” The double digit growth of digital video
adspend is expected to continue for the foreseeable future in
the United States – the most prolific video advertising market
in the world – and around the world.

$31.20

$25

$25.00

$20

$19.60

$15
$10

Video advertising units are far more valuable to publishers
than premium display ads, which fetched an average of $10.87
CPM in Jan. 2014, according to eMarketer. For premium
publishers’ sites, such as established newspaper and magazine companies, the average premium video advertising cost
was three times that of premium display ads, or $31.20 CPM,

$5
0

Premium

Mid-tier

Indirect

Source: Credit Suisse, comScore, September 2014 © World Newsmedia Network 2015
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graph example. Advertising agency buyers use analytics and
standardised metrics to determine the size of audiences they
are buying. In order to accurately relay the true audience for
a magazine’s print, online, tablet, mobile and video audiences,
analytics companies and media associations have joined forces
to create cross-media analytics.

Video package:
The Daily Telegraph
2 x 27 x 8 insertions, embedded with BlippAR technology

Sunday Telegraph
2 x 27 x 8 insertions, embedded with BlippAR technology

The Magazine Publishers Association in the United States is
no exception. The MPA (The Association of Magazine Media)
represents 147 magazine brands and since Oct. 2014 has
measured total audience of these members with its “Magazine
Media 360°” measurement report.

Video
1 month pre-roll across TCUK
(375,000 impressions)

Telegraph.co.uk

The association works with third-party measurement services
to provide each media channel’s audience:

HPTO of portal with video embedded in ad format
(330,000 impressions)

• GfK MRI or Ipsos measures print and digital editions sold
• Desktop and mobile monthly visitors and video viewers
according to Nielsen and comScore

iPad
1 month slot with video embedded in ad format
(330,000 impressions)

Among MPA’s clients using “Magazine Media 360°” are Condé
Nast, Time Inc. and Hearst Magazines.

Mobile
MPU Takeover - click to view video
(730,000 impressions)

Meanwhile, newspaper organisations around the world also
are measuring across newspaper platforms in hopes that
buyers will look at their arrays of print and digital publishing
holistically.

Reach

4,476,000

Video popularity vs. going viral

Investment

Video viewers are rabid for trending videos. Some of the
most popular parts of publishers’ websites are the “trending”
or “most popular” pages, where the lists of the most viewed,
most emailed, most searched, most shared on Facebook, most
tweeted and most commented on stories and videos reside.

£120k
according to comScore. Video ads distributed to “mid-tier”
or “indirect” sites, in other words, non-premium sites, fetch
lower CPMs because the quality of audience is either lesser-known or lower value, or both.

Publishers’ “most popular” Web pages are powered by Big
Data analytics technology. Several “Data Management Platform” (DMP) companies that help media companies analyse
their audience traffic on websites and parlay the data into most
popular and top trending stories include Burt, Cxense and
Krux.

The Telegraph in the United Kingdom is a prolific producer
of videos, creating about 250 per week on Telegraph.co.uk/
TelegraphTV and YouTube. Video viewing has increased 108
percent from 2013 to 2014, according to internal Telegraph
figures. The media company has leveraged the growing video
content consumption with a growing video advertising business. The Telegraph publishes its video advertising packages
online.

Among examples of DMP-powered trending pages are the
Huffington Post’s “The Trending 20,” The New York Times’
most popular page, and the South China Morning Post’s
trending pages.
This video about how a drone was used to deliver chocolate in
Hong Kong was just one example of a trending, popular video
on the South China Morning Post’s website.

Find the entire Telegraph video rate sheet at:
i.telegraph.co.uk/multimedia/archive/02772/VIDEO_pdf_2772558a.pdf

www.scmp.com/video/hong-kong/1694267/
hong-kong-man-delivers-chocolate-tseungkwan-o-repulse-bay-drone

Advertising analytics

How does a video become popular, or even more significant,
how does a video become viral?

Magazine and newspaper media companies frequently sell
advertising in multimedia packages, as evidenced by the Tele30
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The concept of a video going viral was best described by Joe
Green, former college roommate of Facebook founder Mark
Zuckerberg. Green said viral content behaves much like the
action of a flu virus: The process involves frequency, proximity, potency and incubation.

Another viral campaign was the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge.
About 3 million people around the world poured buckets of
ice water over their heads in an effort to raise money for ALS
research. ALS, also called Lou Gehrig’s disease, is a progressive
neurodegenerative disease.

Like a flu virus, the likelihood of infecting others if a sick person sneezes increases according to the frequency, proximity
and potency of the germs’ reach.

Many participants posted their videos on Facebook or YouTube, where they would challenge their friends and relatives
to do the same. According to Facebook, the autoplayed videos
were viewed more than 10 billion times and reached more
than 440 million people.

The same process occurs when content spreads: how viral content is depends on who is talking about it, how many people
have shared it, how potent the message is, and finally how long
the content incubates, or is spread to others.

In all, the campaign raised US$115 million for the ALS Association, which has an annual budget of about $25 million.
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates accepted the challenge from
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg. The video of his ice
bucket dousing received more than 21 million views. Gates
then challenged Elon Musk, Ryan Seacrest and Chris Anderson from TED to accept the challenge within 24 hours.

7 ways to drive viral video
According to Jamie Grenney, former vice president
of social media and video at Salesforce.com, there
are seven things that dramatically increase chances
of driving viral video content. While this list applies
especially to sales and marketing, the ideas often still
apply to journalistic and other non-advertising content, according to Grenney:

The Facebook autoplay feature has changed the way users
are consuming video content on social media. According to
AdWeek, Facebook video views on desktop computers have
surpassed that of YouTube. Instead of posting links to YouTube, video now is part of the native Facebook format. The
video autoplay feature is responsible for the shift in viewing
behaviour.

1. The video answers a question or evokes an emotional response
2. The video addresses a hot topic that people are
searching for or talking about
3. The title description and video thumbnail are
compelling and generate clicks
4. The video is short and sweet, ideally 2 minutes
or less
5. The video gets off to a strong start propelled by
paid, owned and earned media
6. People feel compelled to share the video
7. The video’s creators eliminate issues that would
make people reluctant to share the video

Video now study conclusions
The Tow Foundation and the John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation funded the Video Now study at Columbia University’s journalism school Tow Center.

videonow.towcenter.org

Video Now was led by professor Duy Linh Tu, and completed
by several students from Oct. 2013 to Feb. 2014. The main
objectives were to find out:
• How news organisations define and produce video
• The return on investment of video production

One of the most viral videos of all time was “First Kiss”, a marketing video presented by WREN, a fashion apparel company
based in Los Angeles. The video first ran in early 2014, and in
the first month drove 77.8 million views, nearly 1.4 million
Facebook shares and almost 69,000 Twitter shares, according
to ReelSEO.com.

The research team visited four newspapers, three online-only
news operations and three longform documentary media
organisations.

How did the video stack up against the seven item checklist?
The video evokes an emotional response to the couples kissing
for the first time; the audience engages in the hot topic of romance; the title “First Kiss” is simple and titillating; the video
is short and compelling at 3.5 minutes; the video went viral
across major social media platforms almost immediately; the
subject matter compelled people to share frequently and often,
without hesitation.

The video operations were: newspapers the Chicago SunTimes, The Seattle Times, The Detroit Free Press, and The
Washington Post; online-only media operations Mashable,
Now This News, National Public Radio; and longform documentary media companies, Frontline, Mediastorm and Vice.
The Video Now website chronicles each of these visits and
interviews with executives about their video operations, strategies, workflows and philosophies.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IpbDHxCV29A
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After a year of research, the students produced a list of recommendations for media organisations based on their interviews,
observations and common threads gleaned throughout the
research period.

should engage new viewers through social media. Find audiences on platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Vine. Learn how
these platforms (and their users) really work. Make a shareable
graphic for Facebook. Edit a 15-second explainer for Instagram.
Shoot a 6-second raw clip for Vine. Make content specific to the
platform. Reach new viewers through social media. Teach them
to see you as a source for video.

“One warning: these suggestions will not work for all newsrooms. Every organisation is unique - different goals, different
resources and different challenges. Also, we culled these tips
from a very small sample of places producing video today,”
states the transcript, reprinted with permission.

7. Two Teams. In your newsroom, have everyone shooting video,
just not the same types of video. Print reporters should shoot fast,
raw iPhone clips to accompany their text. These unpolished videos should be posted instantly from the field. A second team of
highly-trained video journalists should produce in-depth, more
sophisticated video stories. Avoid the in-between. Stories should
be up-to-the-minute fast, or deeply important. Also, instead of
replacing photojournalists, train them to become better print and
video reporters. They’re the best eyes in your newsroom.

Recommendations:

1. Get Together. Share Ideas. Video producers need to get together to share ideas. Newspapers, magazines, and broadcasters all
have their conventions and conferences. Online video news teams
should, too.

8. Not Just Page Views. Page views are one metric of success, but
not necessarily the best. Engagement, shareability and time on
site are also important stats. Also, videos that serve the community and add value to your brand are not always rewarded with
big numbers, but loyal viewers will watch important, longform
journalism and stay on your site.

2. Subject Not Medium. People consume news by subject, not
by medium. Audiences don’t say “I want to watch news video.”
They come for information on specific topics: Syria, Ukraine,
Obamacare, sports. Video should be embedded with other
content, inside a blog post, next to a graphic. Videos posted with
other media get more plays. Those left in segregated “video”
sections get ignored.

9. Better Pre-Roll. Pre-roll ads are still a major strategy for
making money, but they are terrible for the user. Make pre-roll fit
the videos they precede. An ad for Disney World before a story
about Syria does not make sense. Also, make pre-roll shorter and
skippable.

3. Sports & Explainers. Sports and explainer videos did well in
every newsroom we visited. Like the old days of print newspapers
and TV, people come for sports, especially local sports. They also
come to be informed about hard-to-understand topics.

10. Other Funding. Pre-roll ads will not pay the bills going
forward. Newsrooms have to look elsewhere. Some are already
successfully crowdfunding, winning grants, and syndicating content to pay for video production. This will be even more important as advertising CPMs continue to fall. Video news will become
even bigger in 2014. More video staff members are being added
to newsrooms each day. Newsrooms are converting photo teams
to video departments, and the business side will continue to
demand real revenue from video. It is still early, and video has not
reached maturity. This is a great time to experiment. The technology costs are low. The potential continues to grow, and there is no
clear leader yet in the field.

4. Be Evergreen. Breaking news has a short lifecycle. To get
long-tail views, videos should be repurposed often, whenever
appropriate.
5. Long and Short. Videos don’t have to be short, but shorter
videos tend to get more play. That said, viewers will watch long
videos – 10, 20, 30 minutes – or an entire series if the content is
good enough. Length of video does not predict success.
6. Social Engagement. You can’t produce a guaranteed, viral hit.
Most videos never get more than a few thousand views. Instead of
gimmicks, develop a consistently growing audience. Newsrooms

Video in newspaper companies

trucks roaming the streets at 3 a.m., no more paperboys
throwing papers on people’s doorsteps at dawn) has
been changed forever. Today, it is possible to “print” and
“distribute” your “paper” at almost no cost, and with
almost no limit as to who can now read it. That, for the
most part, newspapers get.

The iPhone Newspaper
By Michael Rosenblum
International video trainer
As newspapers struggle to re-invent themselves for a digital world, the answer to their problems lays in the palms
of their hands. They just don’t realise it.

Of course, when we look at something like The New York
Times online, it looks just like a printed paper – very two
dimensional, very much still in the world of print-driven
graphics. The Internet is a medium that supports the
printed word, but it equally supports audio and video
(and two-way, and multi-path interconnectivity as well).

Newspapers are, and always have been, in the business
of going out into the community (or the world), gathering
information, processing it, editing it and distributing it.
The need for this function has never been greater, but
technology has changed the tools, and that has had
a devastating impact and opened an almost limitless
opportunity.

Until now, newspapers have paid little attention to alternative media such as video – a very powerful medium
that is entirely within their grasp. Most newspaper executives grew up in an era when news media was bifurcated:
television and print.

For their nearly 200-year history, newspapers have been
just what the title says – an amalgam of news and paper.
As papers try to shift to the Internet, they are mesmerised by the transformation that the Web has wrought
on the distribution side. It is no longer necessary to
print a physical paper to get the “paper” into people’s
homes. The cost of production and distribution (no more

Today, we live in a place called Screenworld.
While newspaper reading may be declining, particularly
amongst those under 30-years-old, video viewing has
never been more popular.
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The average American spends an astonishing 8.5 hours
a day staring at screens, from smart phones to computers to televisions to screens on gas pumps, in elevators,
suspended over highways, on tablets and so on. This is
an entirely new phenomenon in human history. These
screens demand video. In a kind of Gresham’s Law
for Media, more dynamic media tend to supplant less
dynamic media. For example, an ad for a house for sale
with only text will be inferior to an ad with a photo of the
house, and that ad will be less compelling than an ad
that shows video of the house. The “videoisation” of
media is not only inevitable, it has already happened.

crews; there is no need to even hire in-house videographers. Every reporter (indeed every staff member) can
and should be able to produce broadcast quality video
on their own, on demand, with no more effort than is
required to produce a few lines of text.
We must stop thinking of video and text as separate
and different worlds. They are not. They are one in the
same thing, digital newsgathering.
If you walk in to The New York Times, you will note that
everyone, from the receptionist to the managing editor,
have computers on their desks. All of them are expected to be completely print-literate. That is, that they are
capable, even at the simplest level, of being able to sit
down and crank out content in print.

The bitter irony is that in a digital world (which is where
we are), there is no difference between print and “television” (or video) any longer. It is one in the same thing.
Truly. It is. And this is really tragic, because the same
technological phenomena that led to the digital revolution and that also so impacted newspapers has also
created an enormous opportunity for their content – if it
were in video.

This is the heart of the newspaper. This is what it sells
– the content, the knowledge that it has acquired in the
local community, in the state and around the world –
that knowledge transcribed to text and printed. Everyone in the newspaper knows how to do this at varying
degrees of ability.

The explosion in “screens” and video-based platforms
has also created an unprecedented demand for video
content, particularly branded video content and very
particularly for high quality branded video content. This
is not just a domestic phenomenon, but a global one.
From cable to over-the-top content to the world wide
market, newspapers could feed this market and participate in its enormous revenue potential. But they don’t.

But when it comes to video, virtually everyone in the
paper is video illiterate.
In a world increasingly driven by video, this is beyond
unacceptable. This is a recipe for disaster, for a dislocation with the future, and with the world’s greatest and
most lucrative media markets.

For what the papers also have not paid very much attention to at all is the content acquisition side: how are
the stories, and how is the information acquired?

For the past 25 years, we have been training print
journalists to create broadcast quality video on their
own, without professional videographers, without crews,
without producers, without on-air talent. It is indeed as
simple as word processing. If you can write you can create video. It is far simpler than the conventional world
of television would have you believe. They maintain the
fiction of the dark art in the work of creating quality
video. Technology has obviated this former axiom of the
industry.

For the best answer to this question, reach into your
pocket and take out your smart phone.
Everyone in the media business, newspapers included, talks about mobile, and with good reason. Mobile
is increasingly becoming the platform of choice for
accessing information, whether it is Uber or Facebook
or Twitter or The New York Times. Media companies are
swarming to mobile, trying to figure out how to create
apps that will allow smartphone users to access their
content, and as a consequence of that, how to monetise that content with such a small screen and such a
limited viewing time.

Million dollar edit suites have been replaced by free
software that is remarkably simple to use. Today, an
iPhone is a broadcast quality camera.
As to the question of revenue, newspapers, because
of their inherent DNA, their sense that the world
begins and ends in the paper or on the paper (or on
the paper’s website) have severely limited the revenue
potential that the content they gather and process daily
represents, particularly in video.

What most media companies (and newspapers in particular) ignore is that the iPhone and smart phone are
not just platforms for the distribution of content, they
are, and in many ways far more significantly, a tool for
content creation.

The same revolution that has wrought an explosion in
screens has also brought an almost limitless demand
for quality branded video content.

Every smart phone in the world, (and there are now 1.4
billion of them, projected to increase to 3 billion in the
next few years) is both a platform for accessing content,
but equally is a device for content creation.

The newspaper that can produce that content on a regular basis, at a cost commensurate with text, and done
concurrently with text production, is the company that
has an asset that has worldwide appeal, and for a price.

What does this mean?
It means that all of your reporters carry with them the
capacity to create broadcast quality video in an instant,
and quite literally at your fingertips.

Newspapers are not newspapers anymore. They are
multimedia content production companies, or at least
they have the potential to be, if they want to.

If newspapers wish to participate in the so-called videoisation of the media landscape, they can do it, and extremely simply. There is no need to hire professional TV

© 2015 Michael Rosenblum
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the worldwide magazine media association
www.fipp.com/Insight
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